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When we theorize about linguistic communication it’s routine to focus on cases in
which someonewho is certain or nearly certain thatφ conveys that φ to someone else.
But we oen communicate from positions of signi cant subjective uncertainty, and
it isn’t obvious what features the ‘communication of uncertainties’ shares with the
communication of certainties or near certainties. Indeed, the case of belief suggests
that we should expect to see signi cant differences between these kinds of commu-
nication: to be uncertain whether φ is not to believe a proposition, and so it would
be surprising if it turned out that to express uncertainty about φ was to express a
proposition.

is paper argues that the following four desiderata must not be neglected when
we theorize about the language of subjective uncertainty.

. We must successfully explain the effects this language can have on addressees’
subjective uncertainty.

. We must successfully explain the effects this language can have on (what I
will call) conversational uncertainty.

. We must explain the ‘third grade of modal involvement’ exhibited by
epistemic modals and by epistemic adjectives.

. We must explain the norms governing the language of subjective uncertainty,
and explain the differences between them and the norms governing the
language of subjective certainty.

Taken together, these constraints suggest that neither truth conditional nor tradi-
tional force modi er theories of the language of subjective uncertainty will be ade-
quate.

Because someways of theorizing about the language of subjective uncertainty are
incompatible with ways of theorizing about language broadly construed, the force of
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these constraints is more general than it might appear to be. As constraints on theo-
rizing about an important part of language, they are constraints on theorizing about
language: a theory of language that rules out every plausible theory of the language
of subjective uncertainty is ipso facto implausible. I will argue that important fea-
tures of the language of subjective uncertainty do not sit well with standard ways of
thinking about language broadly construed. And so I take these constraints to have
purchase on anyone who theorizes about language.



e literature on epistemic modality tends to focus on modals that can also be used
to express non-epistemic modalities, like ‘can,’ ‘might,’ ‘have to,’ and ‘must’. But epis-
temic modals far outstrip the familiar operators ‘◻’ and ‘◊’:

‘It’s not unlikely that φ.’ ‘It’s highly probable that φ.’
‘It’s a little more likely than not that φ.’ ‘Probably φ.’
‘ere’s at least a  chance that φ.’ ‘Five to one that φ.’

To some extent Angelika Kratzer recognizes this, discussing some of the ways in
which epistemic modality can be “graded” in her . Unfortunately she seems
not to recognize just how nely grained the language of subjective uncertainty can
be. In many contexts it matters, for example, whether we use “Five to one that φ”
or “Six to one that φ” to indicate our uncertainty with respect to the proposition
that φ. Kratzer’s treatments of modals like ‘there is a good possibility’ and ‘there is
a slight possibility’ cannot be extended to these explicitly quantitative expressions of
uncertainty. So her approach leaves much of the language of subjective uncertainty
unilluminated.

How broadly should we construe the language of subjective uncertainty? What
phenomena should a theory of this language explain? Many modals have both epis-
temic and non-epistemic uses, but the quantitative aspects of the language of sub-
jective uncertainty are quite distinctive. is suggests that in order to uncover ways
of expressing subjective uncertainty we would do well to look at the quantitative as-
pects of subjective uncertainty itself. Where there are aspects of one’s doxastic state
that are worth communicating, there are likely to be expressions that can help us
communicate them.

ere is a wide range of thought about what doxastic uncertainty is, how it can be
measured, and how it should be represented. But by and large it is agreed that dox-
astic uncertainty cannot be characterized purely in terms of propositional content.

Many also think it is amistake to characterize “uncertain evidence” purely in terms of propositional
content. (See especially J , .) For a contrary view on uncertain evidence, seeW
, –.





e prevailing theories use probability spaces to represent uncertainty, thereby of-
fering straightforward correlates to quantitatively speci ed expressions of subjective
uncertainty. Given a standard probabilistic theory of uncertainty, for example, it’s
natural to think that in order to express my 0.8 credence in the proposition that it
rained in Seattle yesterday I say

() ere’s an  chance that it rained in Seattle yesterday.

emost straightforward analyses of a sentence like () will give as its semantic value
something that determines a function from the proposition that it rained in Seattle
yesterday to 0.8.

It’s compatible with such an analysis that () and other ‘doxastically hedged’ sen-
tences have truth conditions, if those truth conditions are not supposed to give their
meaning. But the stronger view that truth conditions are sufficient to give themean-
ing of such sentences comes with heavy burdens to discharge. To begin with, we need
the right kind of differences between the semantic value of (), the semantic value of

() ere’s an  chance that it rained in Seattle yesterday.

and so on. So to give truth conditions for doxastically hedged sentences like these
we would need a to give a function f(⋅) from degrees of uncertainty and propositions
into propositions, such that a believer is uncertain to degree n about a given proposi-
tion just in case she is certain or nearly certain of the proposition that is the image of
that degree/proposition pair under f(⋅). at is, to provide truth conditions for ()
and () is to provide propositions that one is (nearly) certain about just in case one is
uncertain to degree 0.8 or 0.9 about the proposition that it rained in Seattle yester-
day. Construing subjective uncertainty about whether φ in terms of near certainty
about some other proposition seems wrongheaded. But unless the truth conditional
theorist can nd such propositions, there is no reason to suppose that an assertion
of a doxastically hedged sentence will inculcate the appropriate partial belief in the
addressee. And the project of nding such propositions looks quixotic if not impos-
sible.

In fact I have considerably understated the challenge, in a few different ways.
First, unless she provides a function from intervals in [0, 1] and propositions into
propositions, the advocate of a truth conditional theory cannot explain how to arrive
at the semantic values of sentences like

() ere’s an  to  chance that it rained it Seattle yesterday.

Second, we can say

() It’s likelier that it rained than that it snowed.
David Lewis takes this sort of view on imperatives in his , –.





() It’s twice as likely that it rained than it is that it snowed.

() It’s between two and three times likelier that it rained than that it snowed.

To give such comparatives truth conditions we would need a function from intervals
in the positive reals and pairs of propositions into propositions. Finally, consider

() However likely it is that φ, it’s every bit as likely that φ and ψ.

Epistemic comparatives of this form can be used to express the oen important infor-
mation that one’s conditional probability of ψ on φ is high: if P(φ ∧ ψ) ≥ P(φ) then
P(φ∧ψ)
P(φ) ≥ 1, so P(ψ∣φ) ≥ 1, so P(ψ∣φ) = 1. e familiar triviality results that follow

from the claim that conditional probability is the probability of a proposition apply,
mutatis mutandis, to such epistemic comparatives. So we have many relatively spe-
cialized bits of language that we use to communicate our subjective uncertainty that
are hard to theorize about in purely truth conditional terms.

Ironically, the project of giving truth conditions for doxastically hedged sentences
also threatens to undermine an important initial motivation for truth conditional
semantics. Propositions—i.e., truth conditions—are supposed to represent ways the
world could be.⁴ On the standard picture, to specify the content of a belief using a
proposition is to say how the belief represents the world as being, by specifying the
conditions under which the belief would successfully represent the world. e ways
the world could be are, in principle, exactly the things eligible to be the content of a
full belief. In light of subjective uncertainty we should not expect doxastic states to
simply represent ormisrepresent theworld. Instead, they represent theworldmore of
less accurately (J ). In just the same way, we should not expect the language
of subjective uncertainty to simply represent or misrepresent the world.

Here’s one way to see why. As a heuristic, represent a given full belief using an
ordered pair consisting of 1 and the proposition that is believed. Let F be the set of
all such ordered pairs. Represent partial beliefs by extending this set to the set P of
all the ordered pairs consisting of some n ∈ [0, 1] and a proposition. Obviously F
is a proper subset of P . By stipulation the elements of F exactly suffice to represent
all the ways the world could be. So the members of P can represent more than this:
for each way the world could be the members of P can represent all the degrees of
belief that one could stand in to that way the world could be. e advocate of a truth
conditional theory of the language of subjective uncertainty holds, in effect, that there

For helpful presentations of various triviality results, see E  and B .
⁴Obviously I am taking for granted a possible worlds conception of propositions. Many doubt that

unstructured propositions are adequate to all the tasks propositions are supposed to discharge. But
because the debate over whether propositions are structured has little to do with subjective uncertainty,
I will freely talk in terms of possible worlds propositions. ese can be thought of as equivalence classes
of more nely-grained structured propositions.





are not only propositions to play the representational role played by the elements of
F , but also propositions to play the role of the elements ofP ∖F . Such a view is quite
distant from the thought that propositions represent ways the world could be. One
fundamental ambition of truth conditional semantics—to help explain how language
represents the world by providing the conditions under which language successfully
represents the world—thus looks inconsistent with giving a truth conditional theory
of the language of subjective uncertainty.

e rst desideratum, then, is that theories of the language of subjective uncer-
tainty must not neglect its quantitative aspects. It will be difficult if not impossible
for truth conditional theories to capture these aspects of the language of subjective
uncertainty, and no extant truth conditional theory comes close.



Conversation is fundamentally a group activity, and uncertainty within a group is
quite different from the uncertainty of particular individuals. So although it’s crucial
that we connect the language of subjective uncertainty to subjective uncertainty itself,
it’s also important not to overlook conversational uncertainty and the ways in which
the language of subjective uncertainty interacts with it.

Following Robert Stalnaker, I hold that a conversational participant presupposes
that φ just in case she takes it to be common belief among the conversational partici-
pants that for purposes of conversation they treat it as true that φ. On this analysis of
presupposition, a conversational participant can presuppose that φ, can presuppose
that ¬φ, and can presuppose neither that φ nor that ¬φ. is last state can be realized
in a variety of ways; what’s essential is simply that the participant neither take it to be
common belief that all treat it as true that φ nor take it to be common belief that all
treat it as true that ¬φ.

In the simplest cases, where the conversational participants all make the same
presuppositions, we can say that a conversation is uncertain as to whether φ just in
case the participants presuppose neither that φ nor that ¬φ. Conversational uncer-
tainty of this sort directly affects what can be felicitously presupposed. For example,
in a conversation that is uncertain about whether John is married, uses of ‘John’s wife’
will generally be infelicitous unless presupposition accommodation occurs. Conver-
sational uncertainty also makes a difference to which lines of inquiry it’s natural to
take up in a conversation. Whatever the individual credences of the participants
in a conversation, a conversation that is uncertain about whether φ will be, ceteris
paribus, more receptive to inquiry into the question whether φ than a conversation
that is certain about whether φ.

Doxastically hedged assertions can in uence not only the subjective uncertainty





of the individuals in a conversation, but also which propositions the conversation is
uncertain about. In a normal conversational context in which no one demurs, for ex-
ample, an utterance of ‘It might be that φ’ ensures that the conversational participants
do not presuppose that ¬φ. To see this, consider the following dialogue:

B: I saw Ron walking his dog last night with Sam.
C: Are you sure it was Ron’s dog? It might have been a neighbor’s.
B:  I think it was Ron’s dog, but I might be wrong. Anyhow, Ron’s dog was

really misbehaving…

Betty’s response is infelicitous because the presuppositions carried by the de nite ex-
pression ‘Ron’s dog’ are neither in place nor easily accommodated. Betty’s admission
that it might not have been Ron’s dog ensures that the context set includes worlds in
which Betty was wrong to think that the dog she sawwas Ron’s dog. In this particular
case, it ensures that the conversation is uncertain about whether the dog she saw was
Ron’s dog. And this prevents Betty from appropriately presupposing that ‘Ron’s dog’
denotes the dog she saw.⁵

We can see the context-changing effects of ‘might’ in other places as well. We
oen use ‘might’ statements when we reject assertions:

S: e weather report says it will de nitely rain tomorrow, so it will rain
tomorrow.

J: It might not rain tomorrow—weather reports are sometimes wrong.

Given a Stalnakerian picture of assertion, the conversational participants have ‘taken
on board’ Smith’s assertive utterance that it will rain tomorrow only if the common
ground comes to exclude worlds in which it doesn’t rain tomorrow, because to as-
sertively utter a non-hedged sentence ‘φ’ is to propose that the common ground ex-
cludeworlds inwhich¬φ. Against this background, Jones exploits the context change
potential of ‘It might not rain tomorrow’ to make her rejection of that conversational
proposal manifest. She in effect proposes that the common ground include some
worlds in which it doesn’t rain tomorrow. By making a proposal that is inconsistent
with an intended effect of Smith’s assertion, she rejects that assertion.

Stretching the original meaning of “context change potential” somewhat, I will
call the aspiration of ‘It might be that φ’ to ensure that it is not presupposed that

⁵Notice that these would-be failed presuppositions can be supplied by the antecedent of a condi-
tional, as in:

B: I think it was Ron’s dog, but I might be wrong. Anyhow, if it was Ron’s dog, his dog was
really misbehaving…





¬φ the context change potential of ‘might’ statements.⁶ is context change poten-
tial—combined with the crucial fact that speakers can oen felicitously use ‘might’
statements without having much evidence that bears on the truth of the embedded
claim—gives ‘might’ statements a surprising kind of power. Someone who gives very
little credence to the proposition that φ may nevertheless still be obligated to admit
that itmight be that φ: “I might be a bodiless brain in a vat, but I really doubt it.” So it’s
easy to make a conversation uncertain as to whether φ even if all the conversational
participants think it’s quite likely that ¬φ. is is one reason why it’s hard to argue
with conspiracy theorists, skeptics, and the like. Give them an inch of credence, and
they are entitled to take a mile of presupposition:

R: My hand hurts.
T: Are you sure you have a hand? You might be a bodiless brain in a vat.

R:  I think I have a hand, but I might be wrong. Anyhow, my hand has
been hurting for several days now.⁷

Richard’s response to Tom is not as marked as Betty’s response to Clara (“Anyhow,
Richard’s dog was really misbehaving”)—but only insofar as Richard is conveying
that he’d prefer not to play the skeptic’s game today. In a conversation that is persis-
tently uncertain about a ‘hinge’ proposition like that expressed by ‘I have a hand,’ it
will be unclear just what we can presuppose. And although this is merely a conversa-
tional effect—Richard needn’t give any less credence to the proposition that he has a
hand than he did before Tom raised his skeptical challenge—itmakes it difficult if not
impossible for Richard to converse normally without seeming to beg the question.

Although subjective uncertainty comes in degrees, conversational uncertainty
does not. When I use a de nite noun phrase like ‘John’s wife’ I simply presuppose that
John is married. Presupposition failure may have more or less serious consequences
for the course of a conversation, and presupposition accommodation may be more
or less surprising and more or less reasonable to expect, but what is actually presup-
posed is not a matter of degree. In fact this is fortunate: adding degrees to pragmatic
presupposition would require a complete overhaul of the standard analysis, and it’s

⁶Irene Heim’s original way of thinking about context change potentials is signi cantly less inclusive
than this one, in part because she assumes that applying a context change potential to a context will
always yield a subset of the initial context. Shewrites, for example, that “ere is an intimate connection
between the CCP of a sentence and its truth conditional content: …To be a true sentence is to keep the
context true” (, ).

⁷Notice that the antecedent of a conditional can be used here, too, to supply the relevant presuppo-
sitions:

R: I think I have a hand, but I might be wrong. Anyhow, if I have a hand, my hand has
been hurting for several days now.





unclear how such an overhaul would go. On the standard analysis, a conversational
participant pragmatically presupposes that φ just in case she takes it to be common
belief that all the conversational participants treat it as true, for purposes of conver-
sation, that φ. Common p-belief—a notion that adds ‘degrees of common-ness’ to
common belief⁸—is orthogonal to the language of subjective uncertainty: in ordi-
nary conversations someone who says ‘It might be that φ’ simply makes it common
belief that for purposes of conversation we accept that it might be that φ. And analyz-
ing degrees of presupposition in terms of common belief about degrees of treating as
true for purposes of conversation would require, implausibly, that we coordinate not
only on the content of presuppositions but also on the point-valued degrees (and,
perhaps, intervals) to which a proposition is presupposed. (See Seth Yalcin’s 
and  for sketches of views like this.)

is difference between conversational and subjective uncertainty is re ected
in the fact that expressions with (what for present purposes we can count as) the
same context change potential can express different degrees of subjective uncertainty.
Consider

() It’s raining.

() It must be raining.

If I have inferred that it is raining merely on the basis of seeing some wet umbrellas,
it is generally inappropriate for me to say (), even though () is appropriate. And,
unsurprisingly, ()makes a relevantly uninformed addressee less sure that it is raining
than () does. But despite this difference in strength, () and () both induce the
presupposition that it’s raining. Similarly for

() It isn’t raining.

() It couldn’t be raining.

Both () and () aspire to make it presupposed that it isn’t raining, but they exhibit
a difference in strength parallel to that between () and (). My point is not that ‘must’
and ‘couldn’t’ always signal uncertainty, but that they sometimes do. So a successful
treatment of ‘must’ must at least accommodate such uses.⁹

⁸See M & S  and M & S .
⁹F. R. Palmer classi es ‘must’ as a “Deductive” modal, noting that “it is the notion of deduction or

inference from known facts that is the essential feature of must, not just the con dence of the speaker,
which is expressed by the adverbs certainly, de nitely, etc.” (P , –; see also K
, C , , , and  and W , –). Epistemic ‘have to’ also has
this feature, and under wide scope negation, epistemic ‘can’ and ‘could’ do as well. is rescues the
hypothesis that ‘can’ and ‘could’ are duals of ‘must’ from the arguments to the contrary in W-
 . For more on wide scope negation over epistemic modals, see  F & I
, ; cf. C , . See also S  on the evidentiality of weak epistemic modals





Phenomena like these spell trouble for the idea that ‘doxastic change potential’—be
it truth conditions or something probabilistic—can be read off of context change po-
tential. ⁰ Because sentences like () and () and like () and () have the same
effects on context (abstracting away from the different form of words), characteriza-
tions of their effects on context should make no distinction between them. But such
characterizations will omit the differences between their effects on doxastic states.
And doxastic change potentials (henceforth, ‘DCPs’) can’t supplant context change
potential for all the reasons usually marshalled to think that truth conditions aren’t
up to the task: the DCP of ‘φ and ψ,’ for example, does not determine its CCP. So
although there are systematic relationships between DCPs and CCPs, the language
of subjective uncertainty shows that neither determines the other.

Given that context and context change are non-degreed, there is no hope of re-
covering doxastic change potential from context change potential. And given that
doxastic change potential should not encode—for example—the order of conjuncts,
there is no hope of recovering context change potential from it. e second desidera-
tum for theorizing about the language of subjective uncertainty, then, is that wemust
not neglect the phenomena of conversational uncertainty.



‘Force modi er’ analyses of epistemic modals may look like good candidates for sat-
isfying both of the desiderata I have discussed so far. According to such analyses,
epistemic modals indicate “the speaker’s assessment of the truth of the proposition
expressed in the [sentence’s] residue or the nature of the speaker’s commitment to its
truth” (H & P , ); they are “modulators of assertive force”
(Y , ). Perhaps subjective uncertainty could be expressed by an asser-
tion with tempered force, and perhaps an assertion with tempered force could have
the appropriate kind of context change potential. We then would have avoided the

like ‘should’ and ‘ought.’
⁰e hypothesis that CCP determines doxastic change potential goes back to Irene Heim:

…I will suggest that, while the CCP [context change potential] of “if ” cannot be derived
from its other properties, one can derive the content property from the CCP. More
generally, the truth conditional aspect of the meaning of any expression is predictable
on the basis of its CCP. (, )

In laterworkHeimgoes so far as to claim that “emeaning of a sentence is its context change potential”
(, )—a fundamental principle of dynamic semantics. At this point it’s not clear to me how
separating doxastic change potential fromCCP—as I amurging here—would affect dynamic semantics.

For contemporary examples of such views, see W , D ,  F
, Y , D et al. , and H . In the end von Fintel does not endorse a
force modi er approach.





task of nding (inter alia) for each proposition P and each degree of credence n, a
proxy proposition that garners high credence just in case one has credence n in P.

One familiar objection to force modi er approaches is that they give unsystem-
atic, ad hoc stories about doxastically hedged clauses that are embedded in a larger
linguistic context. For example, if ‘believes’ expresses a relation that holds between a
believer and a proposition, then a force modi er account makes it obscure what ()
could mean.

() I believe it might have rained in Seattle yesterday.

For present purposes I want to bracket this family of objections, because I think it is
in fact not very hard to achieve compositionality in sentences like (). Obviously we
have to drop the assumption that the semantic value of ‘believes’ is simply a relation
between a believer and a proposition. But ‘believes’ could denote a relation between a
believer, a proposition, and an interval in [0, 1], and thus could be sensitive, in some
way, to the ways in which epistemic modals are supposed to “modulate force.”

e really hard problems of compositionality for force modi er approaches arise
at the “third grade of modal involvement”: the grade in which we see a quanti er
scoping over a modal expression (Q ). e fact that epistemic modals can
exhibit such scope relations shows that the essential doctrine of force modi er ap-
proaches—that in asserting a statement headed by an epistemicmodal, a speaker puts
forward a non-hedged proposition with less than the usual authority or certainty—is
untenable.

Contra the “descriptive generalization” argued for in  F & I
, quanti ers can scope over epistemic modals:

() Al might be the best candidate, Betty might be the best candidate, and
Clara might be the best candidate. So most people here might be the best
candidate. (   > ◊)

() Lots of people we don’t know might be the murderer, so no one we know
has to be the murderer. (    ’  > ◊,  
  > ◻)

() Be careful where you step, because every inch of the oor might have
paint on it. (     > ◊)

To see why this kind of scope relation is important, note that a speaker who says ()
needn’t commit herself to the claim that it might be that every inch of the oor has
paint on it. When I paint, even if I have been sloppy enough so that paint could be
anywhere, I’m nevertheless absolutely sure that I haven’t splattered paint everywhere.
But there is no proposition, put forward with whatever force, that gives the meaning
of the relevant reading of (). e proposition that at least one inch of the oor has





paint on it is clearly too weak, and the proposition that every inch of the oor has
paint on it—again, put forward with whatever force—is too strong, since I may be
certain that there are paint-free square inches of the oor. is shows that doxas-
tically hedged statements cannot in general be analyzed as ways of putting forward
a non-hedged proposition with less than the usual certainty, force, or authority. So
the language of subjective uncertainty, appropriately broadly construed, cannot be
handled by standard force modi er accounts, according to which a doxastic hedge
modulates the force of the speaker’s commitment to a given proposition.

We see similar phenomena with epistemic adjectives:

() is is an easy job; the person we hire for it doesn’t need any special
quali cations. So even though only one person will be hired for the job,
most of the applicants are possible hires.

e speaker here says that only one person will be hired for the job—thus denying
that it’s possible that most of the applicants are hires—and yet consistently with that
says that most of the applicants are possible hires. So

() Most of the applicants are possible hires.

has a reading on which the quanti er scopes over the epistemic adjective. Similar
problems arise in other domains where non-truth-conditional theories may be at-
tractive: consider ‘Everyone should take a break, but not everyone should take a
break at the same time.’

A positive account of the meaning of sentences like these must pay close atten-
tion to the nature of quanti cation. Just as one can believe that most people are nice
without knowing who is nice, one can believe that most of the applicants are pos-
sible hires without having any idea which of the applicants are possible hires. Some
pointers toward a treatment can, I think, be gleaned from noticing the connections
between quanti cation and disjunction. e proposition that most people in the set
{a, b, c} are hires is the proposition that exactly a and b are hires, or exactly a and c
are hires, or exactly b and c are hires, or exactly a, b, and c are hires. Given plausible
assumptions, to believe that most of the applicants are hires is to believe this disjunc-
tion. Similarly, to believe that most of the people in the set {a, b, c} are possible hires
is to believe the disjunction ‘Exactly a and b are possible hires, or exactly a and c are

For an extensive discussion, see S forthcoming. e as yet quite obscure view that quan-
ti ers can ‘scope into speech acts’ might help here. (For work in this vein see K  and
K  and .) But one cannot consistently construe the logical form of () as (i) and hold
that doxastic hedges simply serve to modify the ‘force’ associated with the assertion of a single propo-
sition.

(i) [For every inch of the oor]i, it might be that [that inch]i has paint on it.





possible hires, or exactly b and c are possible hires, or exactly a, b, and c are possible
hires.’

Note that one can believe that a and b are possible hires without believing that
it’s possible that a and b are hires. Note also that one can believe an ordinary dis-
junction—one without any doxastic hedges, for example—while having signi cantly
less than full belief in each of its disjuncts. But to sustain a belief in an ordinary dis-
junction a believer must be disposed to update her credences in a way that vindicates
certain inferences. For example, a believer who sustains her belief that φ or ψ in the
face of learning that ¬φ must come to believe that ψ. Similarly, a believer who sus-
tains her belief that a is a possible hire or b is a possible hire in the face of learning
that a is not a possible hire must come to believe that b is a possible hire. So a believer
who sustains her belief in the disjunction that I am suggesting should be associated
with ‘Most of the people in the set {a, b, c} are possible hires’ must—to take just one
example—come to believe that exactly a and b are possible hires in the face of learn-
ing that c is not a possible hire. is is so despite the fact that one can believe that
exactly a and b or exactly a and c or exactly b and c or exactly a, b, and c are possible
hires without believing that a is a possible hire, or that b is a possible hire, or that c is a
possible hire. Put a little less abstractly: you can consistently believe that most of the
people in the set {a, b, c} are possible hires without believing that any particular one
of them is a possible hire. But if in such a state you learn that c is not a possible hire,
and you sustain your belief that most of the people in the set {a, b, c} are possible
hires, you’re rationally constrained to believe that a and b are possible hires.

e similarities between quanti cation and disjunction suggest one way of giv-
ing a compositional, non-truth conditional theory that can handle the third grade
of epistemic modality. e thought is that quanti ed doxastically hedged sentences
express something like disjunctions, each disjunct of which is a non-quanti ed dox-
astically hedged sentence. (For the details of a semantics that works in this way, see
S .) e important point for present purposes is that a compositional
semantics—a semantics the effects of which could not be mimicked by a force mod-

Is believing that it might be that φ lending credence greater than zero to φ, as in Y ? Or
is it lending credence greater than or greater than or equal to some non-zero threshold to φ? Suppose,
for reductio, that to believe that it might be that φ it’s sufficient that one lend non-zero credence to the
proposition that φ. Consider then a believer who believes that either it might be that φ or itmight be that
ψ, without believing that it might be that φ and without believing that it might be ψ. Either she assigns
non-zero credence to φ or she does not, and either she assigns non-zero credence to ψ or she does not.
But given our reductio assumption she cannot assign non-zero credence to either without contradicting
the stipulation that she does not believe that it might be that φ and does not believe that it might be that
ψ. So she must assign zero credence to both. But this is surely wrong: there is a difference between
believing that either it might be that φ or it might be that ψ and believing that ¬(φ ∨ ψ). As a result it’s
crucial that believers be able to assign sub-threshold credence to a proposition without assigning zero
credence to that proposition.





i er approach—needn’t traffic solely in truth conditions.
Another point against force modi er approaches is the syntactic exibility of

epistemic adjectives. To begin with, consider

() Al is a possible hire.

e only plausible force modi er treatment of () that I can see gives it the logical
form of ().

() [It’s possible that [Al is a hire]]

From a purely syntactic point of view it would be better (ceteris paribus) to say that
‘possible’ combines with ‘hire’ to form the complex predicate ‘possible hire’:

() [Al [is a possible [hire]]]

e costs of adopting syntactically revisionary theories of epistemic adjectives are
even more evident in (), which is doxastically hedged in two different ways.

() Al is a likely candidate and a possible hire.

In normal circumstances, an addressee’s belief state aer interpreting () will be no
different (modulo beliefs about the mode of expression) than it would have been if
the speaker had said

() It’s likely that Al is a candidate. It’s possible that Al is a hire.

is suggests, plausibly enough, that in some sense () and () have the same or
very similar content. But it is quite another thing to say that they have the same un-
derlying syntactic structure. I see no way for force modi er views to avoid this im-
plausible commitment.

Epistemic adjectives raise no special problems for truth conditional theories. But
to my knowledge no advocates of force modi er approaches have tried to extend
their theories to cover epistemic adjectives, and the prospects for such an extension
look dim. So much the worse for force modi er approaches: epistemic modals and
epistemic adjectives are equally a part of the language of subjective uncertainty, and
they are interesting for many of the same reasons. For obvious reasons the presence
of epistemic adjectives is closely related to the ability of quanti ers to scope over
epistemic modals. ese features of natural language make it crucial that a theory
of the language of subjective uncertainty not ignore Quine’s “third grade of modal
involvement” in the epistemic realm.







So far I tried to make it clear that it is not only counterintuitive but also deeply mis-
taken to theorize about the language of subjective uncertainty as though it were all
of a piece with the language of subjective certainty (or near certainty; I will leave
off this quali cation in what follows). Taking the language of subjective certainty
as paradigmatic will likely give us a distorted picture of the language of subjective
uncertainty. But it is also deeply mistaken to theorize about communication as if it
consisted solely of the communication of certainties. We can see this starkly when
we consider the norms that govern assertion. e norms of assertion for doxasti-
cally hedged statements are not explained by—indeed, they are not even consistent
with—many otherwise attractive accounts of the norms of assertion for non-hedged
statements.

We can start by considering some distinctive features of the norms governing the
use of ‘might’ statements. Suppose I have no idea where my car keys are, and neither
does my housemate. He gets home from work—and so has no good sense of where
I’ve looked—and I ask him if he knows where my keys are. He says

() e keys might be on the kitchen table.

Now his utterance in this case may or may not be helpful to me, because I may have
already scoured the kitchen table looking for my keys. But whether or not his ‘might’
statement is helpful to me, it is appropriate, and he knows that it is appropriate. It
wouldn’t be fair for me to say in response “No, I’ve already looked on the kitchen
table. ey’re not there. So why did you say they might be there?” All I can say is
something like “No, I’ve already looked on the kitchen table. ey’re not there.”

Truth conditional semantics for ‘might’ have considerable trouble making the
right predictions about this case. To see why, consider two simple semantics for
‘might,’ in the spirit of K , , and .

• A solipsistic semantics: ‘e keys might be on the table’ is true iff it’s
consistent with what the speaker knows ⁴ that the keys are on the table.

• A non-solipsistic semantics: ‘e keys might be on the table’ is true iff it’s
consistent with what the speaker and the addressee know, pooled together,
that the keys are on the table.

Given standard assumptions about the norms governing assertion, both these seman-
tics wrongly predict that my housemate’s utterance was inappropriate. According to
the solipsistic semantics, he asserted a proposition that (we can suppose) he rightly
believed would be uninformative to me: I already knew that he didn’t know whether

⁴e arguments to come are also sound if we substitute, e.g., ‘believes’ for ‘knows’ throughout.





the keys were on the table. But assertions that the speaker believes will be uninforma-
tive are generally not appropriate. ⁵ According to the non-solipsistic semantics, my
housemate asserted a proposition concerning not only what he knows about the loca-
tion of the keys, but also what I know. Given standard assumptions about the norms
governing assertion, on this semantics my housemate must be certain (or nearly cer-
tain) that I am uncertain as to whether the keys are on the table, if his utterance is
to be appropriate. And in the situation as described he plainly is not certain about
this. is brings out the crucial point that a semantics for the language of subjec-
tive uncertainty is not plausible unless it leaves room for uncertainty about epistemic
states.

Moreover, it’s nearly standard to think that a speaker cannot say truly that itmight
be that φ if relevant others know that ¬φ (H , , –; see also
T , –, DR , –, and  F & G ,
). But then my housemate would take a serious risk of saying something false with
his ‘might’ statement, presumably would know of this risk, and presumably would be
criticizable if I knew that the keys weren’t on the table.

But even ifwe abstract away fromparticular semantic theories for ‘ekeysmight
be on the table,’ this example raises acute problems for some putative norms of as-
sertion. For suppose that my keys are in fact not on the table, that I know this, and
that my housemate, while not being unreasonable to think that my keys might be on
the table, has no special reason to think that they might be there. en although he
may well believe that they might be on the table, we wouldn’t say that he knows that
they might be on the table. ⁶ Nevertheless he can appropriately say “e keys might
be on the table.” is suggests that the knowledge norm of assertion—“One must as-
sert p only if one knows p” (W , )—is not right. Similarly, Robert
Brandom is not right to claim that in asserting speakers “undertake a speci c task
responsibility, namely the responsibility to show that they are entitled to the commit-
ment expressed by their assertions, should that entitlement be brought into question”
(, ). Clearly my housemate can say that my keys might be on the table with-
out any special epistemic entitlement—let alone the responsibility to show that he has
such an entitlement—and without making any special commitments. Gary Watson

⁵See, for example, G , . e right formulation of this constraint on appropriate assertion
is a delicate matter, since it is appropriate for me to use

(i) Liem, you ate all the cookies.

simply to let my son know that I know that he ate all the cookies. But in such a circumstance I do believe
that my utterance of (i) will change my son’s beliefs and conversational presuppositions. Appropriate
uses of ‘might’ statements do not require this.

⁶Compare Keith DeRose’s example of knowing whether it’s possible that φ: “ ‘I don’t know whether
it’s possible that John has cancer; only the doctors know. I’ll nd that out tomorrow when the results of
the test are revealed’ ” (, ).





voices a similar view—“To assert that p is, among other things, to endorse p, to au-
thorize others to assume that p, to commit oneself to defending p, thereby (typically)
giving others standing to criticize or challenge what one says. One exercises one’s
epistemic authority” (, ). And John McDowell claims that the contents of as-
sertion are “epistemic surrogates for represented states of affairs” (, ). ese
views are subject to similar objections. Obviously I could go on with examples like
these, in part because these are not implausible things to say about the language of
subjective certainty. But when we pay attention to the distinctive features of the lan-
guage of subjective uncertainty, it becomes clear that we should not generalize too
liberally from the language of subjective certainty.

e defender of invariably stringent norms of assertion might well respond that
‘might’ statements are not, strictly speaking, assertions, and hence that they are not
subject to the norms governing assertion. But this response would make it utterly
mysterious what we should say about sentences like () and ().

() Half these tires are worn, and might have punctures, too.

() Most of the candidates are possible hires, and well-credentialed too.

enorms governing the hedged parts of these sentences are different than the norms
governing their non-hedged parts. But neither sentence naturally splits into a pair of
syntactic units, so the claim that each involves two speech acts does not look promis-
ing. So we should count () and () both as assertions. ey both aim to effect two
kinds of doxastic change, which are governed by different norms.

Strictly speaking, ‘belief ’ and ‘reasonable belief ’ norms of assertion do better. As
a general rule it seems inappropriate for my housemate to say that my keys might
be on the table in circumstances in which he doesn’t even believe that they might be
there. But I suspect that this is being found innocent on the basis of a technicality:
advocates of belief norms typically take themselves to be proposing that full (or near
full) belief is necessary for appropriate assertibility. Otherwise their disagreement
with advocates of knowledge norms would be much more dramatic than they have
taken it to be: it’s generally (though I think wrongly) presupposed that one knows
that φ only if one gives full (or near full) credence to the proposition that φ. ⁷

Why is it that the norms governing the appropriate use of ‘might’ statements are
less stringent than the norms for statements that aren’t doxastically hedged? When
theymake non-hedged assertions, at least, speakers seem to claim some authority (or
to act as though they were claiming some authority). But a cooperative speaker who
does not take herself to have much authority with respect to a given subject matter
will signal her own ignorance by saying, for example, that it might be that φ, or that
it’s probably not true that φ (as opposed to simply saying that φ, or that ¬φ). In so

⁷ough see DeRose’s examples of ‘knowing whether it’s possible that φ’ (, ).





doing she claims less authority than she would have if she had used the language of
subjective certainty. By claiming less authority she gives her addressees less stringent
claims on her, and so the norms governing her assertion are looser as well.

e relationship between the language that a speaker uses and the authority she
thereby claims is in fact a bit more complicated than what I have just said might
suggest. To begin with, a speaker who says

() e keys might be on the kitchen table.

claims less authority (holding context, intonation, stakes, background conditions,
and other relevant factors xed) than does a speaker who says

() e keys are very likely on the kitchen table.

As I suggested earlier, even someone who is ignorant of relevant facts can appropri-
ately (and in some cases helpfully) say (). By contrast, a speaker has to be in a
relatively good epistemic position to appropriately say (). Another way to see this
contrast is to compare () and () as responses to “Have you seen my keys?”

() I don’t know, they might be on the kitchen table.

() I don’t know, they’re very likely on the kitchen table.

I nd () ne, and () quite strange. It’s plausible that the explicit disavowal of
epistemic authority in these sentences—“I don’t know…”—is compatible with ‘might’
and clashes with ‘very likely.’

However, many uses of the language of subjective uncertainty do not indicate
that the speaker claims less than the usual epistemic authority. A climatologist who,
aer years of painstaking study, gives precise odds for the average temperature in
southeasternMichigan , years ago justly claims a signi cant amount of authority
when she says

() It’s  likely that the average was between  degrees and  degrees.

She is using the language of subjective uncertainty although she is an expert on the
subject matter at hand. (Similarly, we can use such language to make authoritative
claims about objective chance.) On the other hand, if I, as a cooperative non-expert,
were to opine on the climate, I might say something like

() e average temperature was probably between  degrees and  degrees.

My “probably” is more vague than the climatologist’s “ likely,” and also speci es
a wider range of acceptable credences. Of course it’s difficult to say just where the
lower bound on the range is, and its precise location is no doubt partly a function of
context, the interests and values of the conversational participants, and so on. But a





believer with any credence between that lower bound (say, 0.6, in a particular case)
and 1 can be truthfully counted as thinking that probably the average temperature
was between  and  degrees. And it would be misleading, at least, for me to say
() if my credence weren’t in that range.

When I do say (), however, I am not aiming to ensure that my addressees give
a credence within that range to the proposition that the average temperature was be-
tween  and  degrees. By saying only () I presentmyself not as an expert, but as a
person with a not wholly unreasonable hunch. If I were to say ()—unwittingly—to
a group of climatologists, I would happily defer to them if they made their expertise
manifest and demurred. But in such a case I would not have violated norms of con-
versation as badly as I would have if I’d presented myself as an expert, giving precise
odds on the climate.

Or recall the car keys case. I do not know where my car keys are, and neither
does my housemate; he does not know where I’ve looked; he says “Your keys might
be on the kitchen table.” In many cases he will have spoken appropriately even if
I have already searched the kitchen table and know that my keys are not there. I
can’t criticize him for giving bad advice about the kind of doxastic state to have. So
my housemate intends his advice to have no force if I already know that the keys are
not on the table. He is attempting to ensure only that I not inadvertently rule out or
overlook the possibility that my keys are on the kitchen table.

One important lesson to draw from these examples is that oen speakers have
quite modest intentions when they use doxastically hedged statements. Oen, their
hedging indicates that they are communicating from a position of ignorance. But
this indication not only conveys a credence other than certainty or near certainty. It
also indicates a kind of epistemic and communicativemodesty—a disposition to take
one’s own credence as less than authoritative, and an intention that one’s addressees
take the expression of that credence as less than authoritative—that attenuates the
authority that she claims with her assertion, and hence the norms that govern it.

Moreover, different expressions of subjective uncertainty attenuate the speaker’s
claim to authority to different degrees. With respect to authority claimed, ‘might’ is
like ‘doesn’t have to be,’ ‘must’ is like ‘couldn’t be,’ and so on: holding other relevant
factors xed, it’s more committal to say that the keys couldn’t be in the living room
than it is to say that they don’t have to be in the living room, and it is still more
committal to come right out and say that they aren’t in the living room. is leads to
the following generalization.

  :

e authority that a speaker claims in asserting that φ decreases with
increases in the size of the range of credences such that ‘S believes that





φ’ is true (holding xed context, content of the prejacent, ⁸ vagueness
of expression, intonation, stakes, background conditions, and other
factors that help determine the authority that a speaker claims). ⁹

Asimple assertionwith nodoxastic hedges ismaximally speci c. Doxastically hedged
statements exhibit degrees of speci city: ‘Might φ’ is less speci c than ‘Very likely φ,’
which is less speci c than ‘ere’s a  chance that φ.’ Accordingly, a speaker who
says ‘Might φ’ claims less authority than one who says ‘Very likely φ,’ and so on. ‘It
might be that φ’ admits a wide range of credence assignments, so that by saying it
a cooperative speaker signals that she does not have the epistemic authority to ex-
press anything that is particularly committal about the right credence to have in φ.
is generalization also lets us explain why my housemate’s suggestion that the keys
might be on the table is not criticizable in the ways that non-hedged assertions are.

By appealing to the ways in which the language of subjective uncertainty can
modulate the authority of an assertion, we can explain aspects of cases that are com-
monly used to motivate relativist theories of the content of doxastically hedged state-
ments. Consider

:

e White spies are spying on the Red spies, who are spying on the gun
for hire. e gun for hire has le evidence suggesting that he is in Zurich,
but one clever White spy knows that he is in London. Aer nding the
planted evidence, one Red spy says to the others, “e gun for hiremight
be in Zurich,” and the others respond “at’s true.” e cleverWhite spy
says “at’s false—he’s in London” to the otherWhite spies, and explains
how he knows this. ⁰

One argument a relativist could give here is that in order to explain the ways in which
judgments about the Red spy’s utterance are affected by the assessor’s epistemic posi-
tion, the truth value of ‘what is said’ must be sensitive to the assessor’s epistemic posi-
tion. But note that the Red spy signi cantly tempers the authority he claims when he
says that the gun for hiremight be inZurich, by using an epistemic ‘might.’ As a result,
I respond to the hypothetical relativist, we’re inclined to judge the Red spy in a lenient

⁸Ceteris paribus, “Judy might be in Tangiers” generally claims more authority than “Judy might be
in her office.”

⁹For simplicity, here I’m abstracting away from mixed cases like (), (), and ().
⁰A more complicated but in some respects better way to set up this example is with the Red spy

using wide-scope negation over a necessity modal. Suppose he had thought that the gun for hire was
in London, but on nding the planted evidence says “e gun for hire doesn’t have to be in London.”
is modi cation to the example undercuts the thought that the demonstratives in the “at’s true” /
“at’s false” responses target the modal’s prejacent clause.





way. It’s nevertheless appropriate for the White spy—an observer with more relevant
information, and hence more justi able claim to authority—to say that because the
gun for hire is in London, he couldn’t be in Zurich, and to say that (there is a sense
in which) the Red spy spoke falsely. Indeed, I nd that my relativist-friendly truth
value judgments, such as they are, weaken as the authority claimed is strengthened:
I’m more inclined to judge “e gun for hire can’t be in London” as straightforwardly
false—even if the case is set up so that Red spy’s belief is fully justi ed—than I am
inclined to judge false “e gun for hire might be in Zurich.” A 
 can help explain why we have relativist-friendly judgments about expressions
that claim less than the usual authority: the less authority we claim when making an
assertion, the more lenient the norms that govern the assertion.



In theorizing about natural language there is an understandable tendency to take
one problem at a time. In many cases this approach is helpful—even essential—if
we want to make any progress. But we can get a false impression of understanding
when we toil away on one problem without considering the constraints on solutions
that other problems impose. So in general it’s important not to work on problems in
too piecemeal a way. I worry that much theorizing about the language of subjective
uncertainty has been too piecemeal. Focusing on one issue at a time has made the
space of plausible solutions look bigger than it in fact is.

In particular, the rst two constraints—that we explain both the doxastic and
conversational changes associated with the language of subjective uncertainty—to-
gether suggest that doxastic change potential is not determined by context change
potential, and thus that semantics should not deliver one or the other, but both. e
third constraint shows that even as wemove on from truth conditional semantics, we
must do so without abandoning compositionality. Whatever one’s thoughts about
the plausibility of compositionality ‘across the board,’ it’s not plausible that composi-
tionality breaks down in simple structures of the form ‘Most Fs areGs.’ And although
philosophers and linguists oen talk as though compositionality demands a truth-
conditional semantics, clearly it doesn’t: truth-conditional semantics yields objects
that are functions from possible worlds into truth values, but a compositional se-
mantics (that proceeds, as is familiar, via functional application) might well yield
functions from sets of possible worlds into real values, or intervals, or the character-
istic functions of sets of such functions. But this does not mean—recalling the sec-
ond constraint—that changes to the context need re ect such ne-grained semantic

In S  I treat sentences as denoting functions of type ⟨⟨st, v⟩, t⟩, where Dv = [0, 1]
(–), but other denotations would work equally well.





values. And it does not mean that we must abandon truth-conditional semantics:
indeed, we should generalize to the worst case while effectively embedding truth-
conditional semantics within a probabilistic theory. Finally, because the norms gov-
erning a speech act are a function of (inter alia) its meaning, semantic theories of the
language of subjective uncertainty need to deliver objects that can be well used by a
theory of the norms that govern it. is provides a further constraint on those theo-
ries. And again, it would be unproductive, I think, to try to satisfy this desideratum
while ignoring the others.

In the s, semantic proposals were generally given for a fragment of a natu-
ral language. Since then, the tacit codi cation of the methods of formal semantics
has made it easy to forget that fruitful semantic techniques and frameworks are fruit-
ful relative to such a fragment. Indeed, the worth of a framework for a particular
fragment may be downright misleading when we begin to consider other and larger
fragments of a language. I suspect that this is the case with the language of subjective
uncertainty. Purely truth-conditional semantics has given us considerable insight
into the language of subjective certainty. But that is no reason to think that we must
strictly adhere to that framework in theorizing about the language of subjective un-
certainty. e next step is to develop frameworks and theories that aspire to illumi-
nate the language of subjective uncertainty and the language of subjective certainty
together.
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